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Introduction

Results

As the output of a 3-D scene renderer, a vector image (a
planar map of 2-D polygons) has several advantages
over the common raster image of pixels. Vector images
are resolution independent, providing an intermediate
representation that can be efficiently rasterized as
needed for various applications, from watches to
videowalls, for variable resolution head mounted displays
or for crisp printing. A high-performance vector renderer
would also reduce the bandwidth needed for cloud
gaming, where games are played on a server but
displayed on a remote network device. In this work we
focus on using modern game-oriented graphics
techniques to accelerate a real-time triangle mesh vector
rendering system that converts a 3-D meshed scene into
a planar map of 2-D triangles.

SVGPU is about three times faster than previous GPU
vector rendering results on Bunny [Auzinger et al. 2013].

Previous Work
The hidden line problem was well studied decades ago
[Sutherland et al. 1974]. Modern approaches mostly
utilize Appel’s algorithm [Appel 1967] which extracts
continuous silhouette components of a meshed model to
display, computing a delicate quantitative invisibility to
detect and remove hidden silhouette segments.
Robert’s algorithm is an even older but more robust
approach that simply compares all pairs of scene
polygons, clipping and culling their occluded portions
[Roberts 1963]. While theoretically slower, this approach
maps better to modern GPU hardware, and its quadratic
complexity can be moderated through binning.
A similar GPU approach has been explored, based on an
all pairs comparison of edges [Auzinger et al. 2013]. Our
approach is triangle based, using the silhouette edges
only for clipping, and our experiments show it performs
better.
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Method

Clipping Details

The Dragon and Armadillo models are about 3 the size of
the bunny, but require roughly 6 as much time to render,
indicating some impact of the quadratic all-pairs triangle
occlusion step.

We use standard game-engine techniques to
transform, clip and bin 3-D world-space
meshes into 2-D screen-space bins. For each
bin, our SVGPU approach efficiently extracts
silhouette edges, clips triangles to those
edges, and determines which of the resulting
clipped triangle are visible.
Silhouette Extraction. The silhouette
(formally the visual contour) lies between front
and back facing polygons of a watertight mesh.
SVGPU detects these edges with a GPU
spatial hash table [Lefebvre and Hoppe 2006].
Each of the three edges of every triangle form
a hash key from the sorted x; y; z coordinates
of each edge’s two vertices. We enter each
triangle into the hash table at the three
locations corresponding to its three edge keys.
The silhouette is extracted from pairs of hash
table entries whose screen-space normal z
coordinates differ in sign.
Clipping. For each bin, SVGPU clips every
triangle to every silhouette edge. We first
perform a variety of geometric tests to cull
unnecessary clip tests from consideration. The
result of this stage is a table of triangles and
the silhouette edges to which it should be
clipped. We then clip each triangle to its list of
silhouette edges, using a GPU work queue
and double buffering since clipping a triangle
can yield additional triangles.
Occlusion. At this stage, every triangle is
either completely visible or completely
occluded (by one or more triangles). We apply
the plane separation theorem to all pairs of
triangles in the bin to cull any occluded
triangles.
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The above bargraph, for Bunny, is useful for tuning bin
size (as a fraction of screen size). Larger bins require
less clipping but quadratically more occlusion tests. The
Transform/Clip/Bin and Silhouette Extraction step each
required less than one ms of total time.

Conclusion
We have shown that the GPU can implement a vector
rendering system suitable for generation of line art or for
rasterization with improved edge antialiasing and visible
surface processing. By binning geometry into small
screen tiles, about 1=482 of the screen size, we achieve
an optimal domain decomposition that distributes a
parallel clipping workload evenly while limiting the impact
of an all-pairs quadratic triangle occlusion test. The result
yields about a 3x improvement over the state of the art.

